
Practice vocabulary, descriptions, adjectives, 
ordering drinks in a restaurant and role plays

Activity One – Questions

1. What is your favourite drink?
2. Do you prefer cold drinks or hot drinks?
3. What is your favourite French wine?
4. Do you prefer eating at home or going to a restaurant?

Activity Two – Match the drinks
Match the drink with the correct vocabulary

Juice / beer / wine / still water / sparkling water / soda / squash / cocktail / tea / coffee

Thirsty



Activity three – Listening comprehension
Listen to the song and fill in the gaps with the words you hear
« City and Colour - Thirst »

When I think of fates worse than death

All I can think of is something you said

You said we were golden, bright like the sun

And now I am stranded

Knowing I’m not the one

An ocean of _________

Flowing through me

Blood stained and broken

From when I fell to sea

And just like a _________ charmer

You led me astray

Living in distress

Hoping help is on the way

In the midst of a storm

Searching for shelter

I came upon

One single feather

A half-hearted wish

For something better

Gracefully cursed, I _________

Activity four – Be specific – WHY ask
Match the question with the reason why the waiter asks for it

Sparkling or still? For the steak

How would you like it cooked? Water choices

Salt or sugar? Beer choices

A half or a pint? Wine choices

Small or large glass? Milk on the side of your coffee

With hot or cold milk? Cocktail decoration

Attached to the soil

I’m guiding the wool

As I am in my blood

Yet so venerable

But after I’m gone

Once I finally _________

You will be left alone

To the wolves and the thieves

In the midst of a storm

Searching for shelter

I came upon

One single feather

A half-hearted wish

For something better

Gracefully cursed, I _________

Gracefully cursed, I thirst

Gracefully cursed, I thirst

I thirst



Activity five – Fill in the gaps
This dialogue is based in a restaurant.  Fill in the gaps

Waiter: Hello, would you like to order your _________ ?

Customer: Yes thank you, please can we have some __________ water for the table

Waiter: Of course, can I get you something else?

Customer: A bottle of _______  ________ for the table and a glass of orange _________

Waiter: Excellent, I will be back with your drinks and to take your order

-------------------------------------------

(end of the meal)

Waiter: Would you like any ______ or ________?

Customer: Yes please, I would like a coffee and _____  _______ on the side

Waiter: Not a problem, anything else I can get for you?

Customer: Yes, two herbal _________ 

Waiter: Which flavour would you like?

Customer: Green ______ please, thank you

Activity six – Adjectives
Here are some adjectives you can use to describe different drinks
We will use them in the next activity

Sparkling Still Shiny Smooth

Red White Rose Sweet

Bitter Strong English Sugary

Fizzy Salty

Activity seven – Ordering drinks with your food

- What are your choices?  With your partner, list as many varieties of drinks you can order with your meal.

- Your teacher will show you a selection of drinks – you have 30 seconds to memorise the selection – with 
your partner then write down as many as you can remember

- With only three adjectives, decribe a drink and the others have to guess which drink you are describing



Activity eight – Reading comprehension
Read the text with your partner and answer the comprehension questions
https://www.eslfast.com/robot/topics/restaurant/restaurant07.htm

A: May I take your drink order while you are looking over your menu?

B: Yes, do you have a wine list?

A: The wine list is on the second page of your menu.

B: Do you have mixed drinks in this restaurant?

A: Yes, we have a full bar here.

B: I am not sure what I want. Do you have any house specials?

A: Actually, we are famous for our Cuervo Gold margaritas.

B: That sounds good! Please bring me one of those.

A: Would you like that drink blended or on the rocks?

B: I would like it blended.

A: Would you like it with salt or no salt?

B: I would like my margarita with no salt, thank you.

Comprehension Questions:

1. What list does B ask for?
2. What type of bar do they have?
3. What is the house special?
4. How would he like his drink?
5. Would the customer like salt?
 

Activity nine – Role Plays 
Act out one of the following role plays with a new partner

1. You are in a restaurant trying to order drinks but the waiter doesn't understand

2. Your drinks order arrives but they are not the correct drinks, you have tell the waiter your order again

3. You are a large group of friends and everyone has a different drink to order, you tell the waiter your 
order and he asks you questions to confirm the details

https://www.eslfast.com/robot/topics/restaurant/restaurant07.htm
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